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A directed multi graph is a pair (V, E) :
V being the set of vertices
|V| ≡ order of the graph
E being the set of edges
Ordered pair (u,v) represents a
directed edge from u to v
May contain multiple instances of
a given edge
Our graphs have the additional properties:
They are connected
Have no loops (i.e. no edges (v,v) )
Two edges coming into and going
out of every vertex (called 2diregular)
Example:
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What is a 2-Diregular Multi Graph?
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g = graphs of order n, T = number of Euler paths
G = size of the automorphism group
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Order

What makes this difficult?

Padé Approximants

We can generate all graphs of order n by welding graphs of order n-1. Except the primitives.
This is because they have illegal unweldings (i.e. they form loops).
This process produces many isomorphic child graphs.
We can intelligently produce children to restrict isomorph generation.
Only create children if their welding maximizes an invariant

Theory and physical description suggest
that f2D(x) should behave linearly as x→∞.

Isomorphism checking is exponentially hard

We use Padé Approximants to obtain an
asymptotically linear approximation to the
high degree polynomial shown above.

Implementation

The Padé approximation of the
perturbation series at different orders:

We implement our solution on a compute cluster using Python and MPI at UB’s Center for
Computational Research. We used a client-server model for computation as follows:

Generation process
Welding:
“Pinching” two edges together to form a
new vertex at the “pinching point”
Welding two edges on a graph of order
n-1 gives a graph of order n

Unwelding:
Inverse of the welding process
Unwelding a vertex on a graph of order n
produces up to 2 graphs of order n-1

The Padé approximants of the
perturbation series are used to
extrapolate the Abrikosov Ratio

Head node

Head node:
Distributes graphs of order n-1 to worker nodes in chunks
Manages load balancing by taking requests from worker
nodes to send more graphs for processing
Worker nodes:
Weld graphs of order n-1 to generate graphs of order n
Use structural and canonical invariants to
ensure isomorph-free graph generation
Request more graphs from server as needed
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worker nodes

The same configuration is used when analyzing the graphs of order n. by having the head
node send chunks of graphs to the worker nodes which calculate the Euler path count and
the size of the automorphism group for each graph.

Summary

k

One can determine more accurately whether
Padé approximants are a good mathematical
representation of the perturbation series by
enumerating and analyzing the 2-diregular
multigraphs of higher orders
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